Determination of friction coefficient between glass fiber and the concrete Fri (GF.C)
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Abstract: The friction forces between glass fiber and the concrete in the case of Fiber Reinforced Concrete F.R.C are considered as the main factor to generate the bonding between these two building construction materials. In the case of using glass fiber as reinforcement material to improve the resistance capacity of plain concrete under an axial or flexural tension forces, bonding forces at the interface between the glass fiber and the concrete matrix must be satisfactory. Bonding forces between these two materials are generated due to friction forces at the interface; therefore the final evaluation of the bonding forces is related with the real value of the friction forces, consequently the friction coefficient value between glass fiber and the concrete is important to evaluate and calculate the real value of friction forces. This paper is devoted to introduce an experimental studies about the mechanism of glass fiber removing from concrete matrix which are named (pull-out tests) as well as a programming simulations prepared to represent this mechanism too, theses laboratory experiments and computer simulations have been used in determination process of the friction coefficient value between the glass fiber and the concrete matrix Fri (GF.C).
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1. Introduction

Determination of friction coefficient between glass fiber and the concrete needs to apply special procedures which might be divided into two directions, where the first direction is laboratory experiments of pull-out tests of single glass fiber embedded into concrete matrix as real samples using special metallic moulds, therefore these pull-out tests need precise ways to be able to prepare various samples under special conditions and moulds to keep the single glass fiber without any damage during the preparation process of these precise concrete samples (see Fig. 1.1, 1.2), whereas the second direction is programming simulations as virtual samples using finite element method to represent the mechanism of single glass fiber removing process from concrete matrix under special conditions, where these virtual samples simulate the previous experimental program in the first direction of pull-out tests of that real concrete samples (see Fig 1.3).

Lab pull-out experiments results give a real description of single glass fiber displacements under the influence of external applied load as tension forces, where sliding part of force-displacement curve will be used to determine the friction coefficient, whereas programming simulations are used to obtain several force-displacement curves using various expected values of friction coefficient between glass fiber and the concrete.

Figure 1.1. Steel mould used to prepare pull-out sample [1].

Figure 1.2. Finite element model of pull-out simulation [1].
Conformity between the results of laboratory pull-out tests and several force-displacement curves of programming simulations the right value of friction coefficient between glass fiber and the concrete can be found [1].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Pull-Out Test Stages

Pull-out test can be divided into three stages (see Fig 2.1.1), the first stage represents the case of perfect adhesion mode where the bonding forces resist the applied tension load which is trying to extract the fiber from the concrete (see Fig 2.1.2), second stage might be named as debonding stage starts when the tension applied load reaches critical value where the bonding strength starts to diminish; then partial debonding progressively appears at the interface (see Fig 2.1.3) until full interfacial debonding situation happens; then the third pull-out stage starts where the frictional sliding mode can be shown (see Fig 2.1.4), this third stage is necessary to calculate the friction factor during the outwards-sliding motion of the fiber from the concrete matrix. Therefore we will choose an experimental single glass fiber pull-out curve and also prepare suitable programming simulations using different values of friction coefficient, from experiments and simulations various force-displacement curves will be obtained, then conformity between the experimental results and programming simulations will lead to fond the right value of friction coefficient between glass fiber and the concrete.

2.2. Experimental Pull-Out Test Results

An experimental sample of single glass fiber is prepared in the lab, where this single glass fiber is embedded 2 cm into concrete matrix, where the concrete matrix is prepared according to concrete mix components as shown in the table 2.2.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>F50a GLASS FIBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Components</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEM II 42.5 A-V</td>
<td>556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand 0.3/2.5 mm</td>
<td>863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand 0/0.5 mm</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filler (Dolomite powder)</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsilica</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>247.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIKA EVO 26</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIKA AER S (10%)</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber: SAINT-GOBAIN</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total fibers:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibers %</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total:</td>
<td>2196.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stress-displacement curve was obtained according to pull-out test (see Fig 2.2.1), where the forces converted to be stresses.
2.3. Programming Simulations Pull-Out Test Results

Various simulations are prepared for each expected friction coefficient (0.1; 0.2; 0.3 respectively), and different values of displacement within the experimental displacement domain of the frictional sliding part; therefore the axial stress of each displacement (0.143 mm; 0.403 mm; 0.653 mm; 0.903 mm; 0.973 mm, respectively) can be shown as the following:

Material properties are: (see Fig 2.3.1, 2.3.2)
Concrete matrix $E = 30,000 \text{ MPa}$, $\nu = 0.2$
Glass fiber $E = 70,000 \text{ MPa}$, $\nu = 0.2$

3. Results and Discussion

According to Figure 1.3, a finite element model is created of pull-out simulation, and the axial stresses distribution can be shown in Figures 2.3.1, 2.3.2, therefore the determination the axial stress value for each case can be obtained, such as in Figure 2.3.2, where the maximum axial stress is obtained successfully for an assumed friction coefficient $F_{r(GF.C)} = 0.2$ and displacement = 0.143 mm.

Repeating similar steps for other situations gives results as shown in Table 3.1.

![Table 3.1](image)

Using these final results of the maximum axial stresses of the various cases of displacements and friction coefficient as well as the experimental stress values as shown in Table 3.1, and matching these results, final curves can be obtained as shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 shows three different curves for three different expected values of friction coefficient (0.1; 0.2; 0.3 respectively) predicted from single glass fiber pull-out test simulations and the experimental curve of real axial stresses values obtained from research experiment data base. The comparison of the experimental curve with the simulation curves leads to predicting the real value of the friction coefficient $F_{r(GF.C)}$ to be around 0.2, the experimental curve is closer to the simulation curve of friction factor = 0.2, therefore
the prediction value of friction coefficient between the glass fiber and the concrete is 0.2.

\[ \text{Fr}_{(GF)} = 0.2 \]

4. Conclusions

- Predicted value of friction coefficient between glass fiber and the concrete equal to 0.2.
- Pull-out test is divided into three stages according to debonding level at the interface of glass fiber and the concrete.
- Sliding part of experimental pull-out test represents the stage which must be used to find the expected value of friction coefficient.
- Programming simulations of pull-out test were very important to determine the expected ranges of friction coefficient values.
- Evaluation of bonding forces between glass fiber and the concrete is related directly with the value of friction coefficient between these two building construction materials.
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